
 
 
 

STATEMENT 
 

FAIR TRADE IS IN DANGER! 
“FAIR TRADE”: WITH BIG COMPANIES? 

OR WITH SMALL FARMER’S ORGANIZATIONS? 
 

“LETS SAVE FAIR TRADE” 
 

- TO FLO INTERNACIONAL 
- TO THE LABELLING INITIATIVES 
- TO COMERCIO JUSTO MEXICO 
- TO THE ATO’s. 
- TO THA CLAC (Latin-American and Caribbean Coordination of 

Fairtrade small producers) 
-  TO THE AFN (African Fairtrade Network) 
- TO THE NAP(Asiatic Network of Asian Producers) 
- TO THE FAIR TRADE CERTIFIED IMPORTERS 
- TO EVERYONE COMPROMISED WITH THE NOBLE CAUSE 

OF FAIR TRAIDE 
 

We, small farmers’ organizations members of FLO, consider of the most importance to 
express our concern at FLO’s decision to put small-holding farmers organisations in 
competition with dominant companies. 
 
In April 2007, FLO has delivered an exporter certificate to the company Perales Huancaruna, 
first exporter of coffee from Peru, with more than a million of quintals sold in 2006, giving to 
the company the opportunity to sell under fair trade conditions. 
 
Since the 90’s, in the north of Perú, one of the regions where the company Perales 
Huancaruna is working, small farmers’ organizations have been consolidating with their own 
effort1, a legitimate and autonomous organization process. Nowadays various coffee, cocoa 

                                                
1 After a strong crisis in the associative sector in  Peru at the end of the 80’s, in a climate of total loss of 
confidence towards cooperatives and farmers’ organizations  
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and fruits organizations permit direct exportation from the producers themselves, particularily 
through the fair trade market. Those organizations of small-holder farmers have shown to be 
models of social inclusion, spokespersons for rural families, and at the same time solidarian 
enterprises able to guarantee volumes and high quality coffee in the international market.  
 
The way the company Perales Huancaruna is acting with producers has caused detrimental 
effects for social and economic stability, and sustainability of these organizations. For 
exemple, the company, through unfair mechanisms of intervention in these markets, has tried 
and is still trying to impede these organizational dynamics. The most common tool is 
temporarily overpay the coffee in the places where organizations are actives, in order to brake 
the relation between the organizations and their members. On the contrary, in places with 
fewer organizations, Perales Huancaruna gives unfavourable prices for the farmers (for 
example in the region San Martin in the north east). It is evident that this kind of practices 
can’t be compatible with fair trade. 
 
In addition, Perales Huancaruna participates in the administration of sugar companies from 
the Lambayeque region (in the North of Peru), generating social problems in this sector. Its 
management model is based on the concentration of decisional power and financial resources, 
and is generating strong social conflicts among companies and workers, and even worse 
among small sugar cane producers. Furthermore, the company’s executive, owner of sugar 
cane plantations, is a big buyer of cane produced by small holding farmers. In the midst of 
these conflicts, he profits from the situation, buying former sugar cane cooperatives and 
acquiring their shares as they collapse. Perales Huancaruna develops through this agitated 
situation a controversial management, which provokes working instability and minimizes 
small farmers’ organizations capacity to govern themselves. 
 
In this situation, we ask ourselves if it is “fair” that Perales Huancaruna could nowadays be 
one of the representants of a label which promotes internationally  a social and development 
model for rural families. Do you think consumers would agree to go on buying FLO certified 
products if they knew they were supporting big exporters in an oligopolistic situation? a 
company which generates social conflicts in the agricultural sector and maintains small 
holding farmers in a situation of basic suppliers? Who can assure us that the dominating 
practices they are now implementing will not be used with the small coffee organizations of 
northern Peru? 
 
We understand FLO’s commitment to fullfill the increasing demand on the market, but why 
certify private companies when only 50%  of the coffee from small farmers cooperatives in 
Peru is sold with fair trade conditions? There are 45 farmer organizations certified by FLO in 
Peru, from whom 34 produce and sell coffee. So there exists in Peru a plethora of possibilities 
to connect coffee growers with the organization’s model that best fit them. In this context, 
why expose the small farmers organizations to such an unequal competition, with the biggest 
exporter of the country? 
 
We think that certifying a dominant enterprise whose principal activity is not fair trade may 
cause many farmer organizations to disappear in Peru. The guarantee to pay a fair value 
would disapear in a scenario where organizations of small producers do not exist anymore, 
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because private exporters and intermediaries are not and will never be interested in paying a 
fair price to the farmer.  
What mecanism is guiding FLO to prevent a regression to the past? Aren’t we going back to 
the situation that prevailed a decade ago, when, in the absence of organizations, 
intermediaries set the price they wanted, under agreements between companies?  
 
As farmers’ organizations we feel that small producers are threatened by the incursion of 
dominating exporters in the FLO label. Their participation in FLO will not only have an 
economic impact, but also will threaten a social and political model of rural development 
promoted by small farmers organizations which are acting as substitutes for deficient state 
activities in remotes areas.  
Indeed, in Perú and many countries where FLO is certifying producers, the absence of real 
agricultural and rural public policies let rural families without basic services and 
infrastructures. In these areas, our organizations have played and are playing a very important 
role in developing abilities and empowering farmers’ families, giving them the capacity to 
make proposals to public institutions and manage development programs. Will private 
exporters be interested in giving more power to producers and help organizations to influence 
the decisions of other institutions and of the public authorities? From the historic relation we 
have since decades with private companies in rural areas, we know that the promoting role of 
a more inclusive development, will not be assumed by exporters, simply because it is not their 
interest that rural families stop being dominated actors as it has been the case for decades... 
Their aim is basically to increase the company’s profit without a real redistribution. 
 
We, organizations of producers, consider that comercial practices managed by the company 
Perales Huancaruna do not fit with the precepts of fair trade.  
 
Facing this situation, we call all the actors of the fair trade movement to mobilize in order to 
save fair trade. In our opinion, FLO is taking decisions from Europe with people who 
apparently don’t understand or don’t know enough the reality and problems we struggle 
everyday as small holding organized farmers. We consider that all the years of continued 
efforts we have spent to develop a model of democratic organizations and direct 
comercialization, giving access to a fairer and worthyer life to thousands of farmers are not 
being taken in account! 
 
As a consequence, to avoid the transformation of FLO in a simple comercial initiative which 
does not guarantee a sustainable exit way out of poverty for the farmers’ families, we 
propose: 
 

1. In the case where dominating actors are yet certified as exporters (case of Dole in Peru 
with bananas) and do not permit or impede the organizations of producers to acceed 
fair trade as exporters, it must be set, under control of FLO, a calendar of progressive 
transmission of these functions to farmers’ organizations. For many products in Peru 
exist successful organization models of direct exportation that can be replicated. 

 
2. In places where an organization with capacity to realize direct exportation does not 

exist, it could be set in FLO’s standards that any other farmers’ organization inscribed 
with FLO could temporarily give this service. 
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3. We thus propose that economically dominating actors shall not be beneficiaries of the 
FLO certification:  

a. Because the logic and interest of implementing  scale economies is setting a 
local and unequal competency with organizations who can’t export at the scale 
of big companies, endangering their develpment, their access to the market, 
and their own existence as enterprises. 

b. Because they do not contribute a significant way in sustainable and fair 
commercial relations, relegating to fair trade as a simple commercial 
opportunity.  

c. Because they do not contribute to the accomplishment of a growing autonomy 
of the organizations in the exportation process, in contradiction with the 
progression criteria defined in the FLO’standards2.   

d. Because, more than giving a fair price, fair trade should mostly contribute to 
the empowerment of small farmers’ organizations as social actors able to 
influence public policies supporting agriculture and rural populations with less 
revenues. 

 
We are sure that our concern is shared by all of you, and together we want to unite our 
efforts for fair trade to continue being at the service of small producers of the South. 

 
Looking forward to your contributions and commentaries about the subjects here 
presented,  

 
Respectuously, 

 

                                                
2 In the generic standard of fair trade, the 2311 requisit of progress for economic empowerment of the 
organization stipulates: “ The members will take each time more responsability in all the exportation process “. 
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